1. Definition

- What is Mixed Mode Teaching?
- Mixed Mode and Mixed Mode Lite
- Doing Mixed Mode or Mixed Mode Lite?
Mixed Mode Teaching

Teaching two groups of students **at the same time**

- **in-class** students
- **online** students
Mixed Mode Teaching

Mixed Mode

- Conduct class activities for both in-class and online students
- In-class and online students participate in class similarly

Mixed Mode Lite

- Conduct class activities to in-class students primarily
- Online students has limited interaction in class
Mixed Mode or Mixed Mode Lite? Let’s decide!

Scenario 1
Dr. Celine is going to teach a course with 200 students without TA support.
Scenario 2
Prof. Brad checks that **40 out of 50 students will go online in the coming class**, only 10 of them will join his class physically.
Scenario 3
Prof. Williams teaches a course with 50 students. **Peer interactions are crucial** in her course.

Almost half of the class committed to join in person.

She has **got a TA assigned** for the course.
Doing Mixed Mode or Mixed Mode Lite?

- Course nature
- Class size
- Ratio of online students Vs in-class students
- TA support